GSU Assembly Meeting Minutes

April 29, 1998

Meeting called to order at 7:08 by presiding officer, Scott Harper. Present: 19 reps.

**Item 1:** Minutes from March meeting approved 19 - 0.

**Item 2:** Scott Harper called for reports on developments since the last meeting.
- The CPUC committee reported on its meeting: Rights and Rules committee is updating campus computer rules. (responsibility for posts on the web are in contention).
- The Campus Center Committee reported: they saw a presentation by the head of student agencies -- at issue was how these agencies can move to the campus center to become more visible.
- The Dining Services Committee reported: Masters decided to allow graduate students into dining halls at colleges. This is an issue because of the institution of the planned undergraduate college lock down.
- The Directory Committee reported on their meeting: They have come to the conclusion that there is no way to improve the accuracy of graduate listings in the directory due to the time at which the information is organized and collected.
- The Fire Committee reported on their meeting: Proposed changes have been effected. The committee will disband.

**Item 3:** Announcements
- Karen Lipton requested volunteers for a focus group on health education -- specifically views of alcohol.
- Sam Roberts (Black Graduate Caucus) announced that the BGC has a budgetary surplus this year and is returning the $300 that the GSU donated to them.
• Scott Harper passed around the Mail Team report -- phase one.
• Scott Harper announced that the task force had spoken with Tom Miller, the director of housing. Miller was sympathetic to the concerns raised. Regular meetings with Housing Office are planned. Mr. Miller asked for a priority list for each residential housing complex.
• Emily Morefield from the Lawrence Committee reported that the antenna issue is stalled. Discussion on the issue has begun with Richard Spies but has gone no further.
• Scott Harper reported that a Grocery Shuttle Project meeting took place. Public Safety is against the idea of expanding shuttle service. Possibility of buying a van for the GSU raised. Mercer County transportation is thinking of running a shuttle to shopping centers and malls.

**Item 4:** Report of John Stewart the Treasurer: No funding requests were made.

**Item 5:** Report of Serge Dobrovolsky the Web Page Administrator: Sergei reported that he had attended the USG meeting.

**Item 6:** Report of Eszter Hargattai the Press Secretary: Newsletter has gone out.

**Item 7:** Report of Eric Paul the Social Chair: Nothing to report.

**Item 8:** Report of Ben Gum the Representative Secretary: Nothing to report.

Meeting adjourned at 8:02

Respectfully submitted,
Roberto Lint-Sagarena
Recording Secretary